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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1-Introduction Hello I’m Diana Simpson. I am a Cataloging Librarian in the Technical Services Dept at The University of Southern Mississippi, and I’d like to introduce Cheryl Kaletsch, a Graduate Assistant who has been working part-time in our Dept for the past year while finishing her MLIS degree.
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Future

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
2-Outline of our talk We are going to present today from two perspectives about our department’s experience over the last year in hiring a LIS graduate student to work with us in Technical Services.We will reflect on the past year, including some background and expectations for the Graduate Student experienceour planning considerationswhat parts of our plan worked well / what didn't work well in implementationAlong the way we will note future modifications we might make along with some best practices we can recommend



Background
Why hire a Graduate Assistant?
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 Help the department accomplish goals
 Opportunity for LIS student
 Support SLIS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 3-Background Our Tech Services Dept decided to hire a part-time Graduate Assistant and we are fortunate at USM to have an ALA accredited LIS program on our own campusOur main reasons for hiring a GA were toGet help with work needed done in dept To provide opportunity for an LIS student to gain practical work experience in technical servicesWe also wanted to do our part in supporting the SLIS and help prepare future librarians



Background
Why hire a Graduate Assistant?
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 Help the department accomplish goals
 Opportunity for LIS student
 Support SLIS

 Exposure to tech services librarianship

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
4-Background Last, we wanted to offer an opportunity for students to learn about what it means to be a technical services librarianExposing students to different areas of tech services workproviding practical experience that would complement the theory learned in classhelping them prepare for the job market after graduation(this practical experience correlates w surveys of what LIS students want)



Background
Beginning challenges
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 Staff turnover
 Reorganized workflows
 Documentation update
 New-ish system migration
 Working with GA was new to staff
 Pandemic

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
5- Background - Beginning challengesWe had to overcome some beginning challenges.We found ourselves hiring a GA just as the long-time catalog librarian who was instrumental in the process was retiring and a new dept head and new catalog librarian were arriving.We were also anticipating some other new department initiatives such as the possibility of re-organized workflows  an upcoming work documentation overhauland a system migration that was not brand new, but new for the incoming new staff who would be working w the GAAlso the current staff in dept had not worked with a graduate assistant before so there was no “this is what we did last year” to fall back onAnd last, the pandemic of course also posed some challenges that we had to work through



Planning & Expectations
Interviews
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 Professional interview

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
6-Planning & Expectations – Interviews We placed a job ad to the School of Library and Information Science listservand Conducted candidate interviews -- as close to a real-world professional interview process as possible



Planning & Expectations
Interviews
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 Professional interview

 Cataloging course
 Interest in technical services
 Desire to gain practical experience
 Bonus: prior library experience

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
7-Planning & Expectations – Interviews In the Ideal candidate we hoped to finda current SLIS student, having completed the cataloging courseInterest in learning more about Tech Serv functions of a library Desire to gain practical work experience to prepare for future careerBonus – some kind of prior library experience  (though we did not require this)



Planning & Expectations
Interviews
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 Professional interview

 Cataloging course
 Interest in technical services
 Desire to gain practical experience
 Bonus: prior library experience

 Key: Aptitudes & Motivation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
8-Planning & Expectations – Interviews Knowing that many applicants might not yet have a lot of library experience, we tried to ask motivation based questions, And we concentrated on looking for candidates with the aptitudes & skills that would enable them to be successful in the role (attn to detail, organizational skills) So for instance we asked interview questions about real-life experiences in addition to library-experiences, such as how they would organize something in their lives, such as school work, or a favorite personal collection, or even their closet!



Implementation
Interviews
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 How did it go?

 Early practice at resume & cover 
letter

 Practice being interviewed
 Number of applicants

 Cataloging course as minimum 
qualification

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
9-Implementation – Interviews – how did it go? From the Dept perspective, we felt the interview process was successful. Applicants had good early practice in creating professional resumes / cover letters (which we further planned to help them refine later, closer to graduation) ; going through the interview questioning experience with a search committeeWe are currently not getting large numbers of applicants, but have managed to get enough qualified candidates in the two times we’ve interviewedWe are attempting to improve the chances of ensuring we get an adequate number of applicants in the future by now actively recruiting more and promoting this Grad Assistantship with LIS professors and in the cataloging courses each semester.One hiccup – in the second round we had difficulty finding applicants who had the minimum qualification of having already completed the cataloging course ; so we modified that to consider applicants who were at least currently taking the course, which we feel is important for this roleNow, Cheryl is going to share her initial expectations for the Grad Assistantship



What attracted me to the 
position?

What is Technical Services?

Is this going to be a good fit for 
me?

Expectations
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
10- Initial Expectations – GA (Cheryl) Hello, When I decided to apply for the position, I really had no idea what I was getting into. I understood there would be practical training and a tuition waver. This is what I needed and attracted me to the position. What I knew of a library was the circulation desk, which is where I had worked in the summer during Covid. So, it was very slow. I didn’t know what technical services did, to tell you the truth I thought it was maybe IT work? All I knew was it was in a library, and that it was where I needed to gain experience.  My interview was a panel of four from the library who asked me various questions and lasted about 40 minutes. I felt like this was a typical interview process. In it they gave me the rundown of what Tech Services does, cataloging, acquisitions, periodicals, and preservation. If I got the job would train in each area for a short time and then do the job till I moved to the next area. I thought this sounded like a good well-rounded experience. It would give me a chance to see what other duties are performed in the library that I had not experienced yet.  



Planning & Expectations
How will it work?
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 Professional work experience
 Treat GA as regular employee
 Team approach to planning

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
11-Planning & Expectations  We knew we wanted to differ from a practicum – typically a short-term experience, usually focused on one project instead wanted GA to have a well-rounded professional work experience; more of an internship model Treat GA as a regular employee providing things such as prof development opportunitiesinviting them to dept meetings We wanted to use a team approach to planning -- sharing the load of training, implementing and managing the GA’s work experience through the year



Planning & Expectations
How will it work?
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 Professional work experience
 Treat GA as regular employee
 Team approach to planning

 Work "modules"

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
12-Planning & Expectations So we decided to organize the work experience into distinct work modules that reflected the work of our department, and the GA would rotate among work areas during the course of their time with us



Planning & Expectations
Work modules
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
13- Modules, or “work rotations”, explained We first came up with a list of what wanted to cover in each work rotation, as far as types of tasks we wanted them to accomplish while working in that areatraining & orientation needed to do that work   Then we came up with a timeline for how much time we would want them to spend in each work rotationadequate time for them to practice newly acquired skills andhelp complete the projects & tasks we wanted them to do We attempted to base our timelines on peak workflows ; for instance, we asked ourselves, when is the busiest time of year for acquisitions? because we want the GA trained and ready to help accomplish the acquisitions unit’s tasks during those busy times of year



Planning & Expectations
Work modules
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
14- Module Rotations Our reasoning for structuring the experience into rotating work experience modules was to To give the GA a broad experience in the work of technical services, rather than only in one area or type of work By positioning the modules throughout the year we planned to loop back around to earlier types of work as needed for flexibility – so if work became busy in one area of our dept, we could move the GA back into that work to help We felt that by building the GA’s knowledge slowly, using more of a scaffolding process, we could build skills that would be applicable in the next module or type of work they would be doing, AND they could also see how their work in one area of TS relates to the work in other areas For example, concepts learned in an early basic cataloging module (such as components of a marc bibliographic record) would be transferable to acquisitions when working with vendor supplied bib records 



Implementation
Work modules
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 How did it go?

 Predicting workloads 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
15-Implementation – Modules – how did it go? However, things didn’t quite go as planned with the modules. First, the modules we planned did not quite line up with peak times when busy with that work, so experiences during some of the planned modules ended up being more like job shadowing than doing sustained tasks that assisted the department However, this was still valuable in helping the GA to better understand the various functions of technical services workhow they interrelategaining familiarity with specific tasks such as ordering materials or periodicals check inWe received positive feedback on these shorter opportunities, and though it was not the full module rotations we planned – we found that these shorter periods of exposure to various areas if tech services work was still a positive and valuable experience 



Implementation
Work modules
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 How did it go?

 Predicting workloads 
 Type of work changed

ALL CATALOGING ALL THE TIME

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
16-Implementation – Modules – how did it go? The work we needed the GA to do turned out to be all about cataloging because of evolving dept needs ; planned rotations among different kinds of work in dept kind of fell away



Implementation
Work modules
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 How did it go?

 Predicting workloads 
 Type of work changed
 Nature of work changed

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
17-Implementation – Modules – how did it go? Nature of the work changed The initial copy cataloging work was as we intended, very straightforward newly published Children’s literature ; some academic publishing.Training focused on recognizing a good quality bib record, and identifying that a call number matches shelf list, etc. However, the cataloging work became more complex sooner than anticipated – we knew this would happen, but we had planned on the grad asst gaining a little more experience by the time we introduced more challenging work. So we quickly had to teach more advanced skills such as:dealing with items that have many editions  recognizing which editions were already owned and in our systemtraining on the difference between publication dates vs printing dates What helped – instruction to GA on when to pass materials on to more experienced catalogers
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 How did it go?

 Predicting workloads 
 Type of work changed
 Nature of work changed

 Streamlining processes 
 Documentation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
18-Implementation – Modules – how did it go? A couple of other challenges were  during the year as we began streamlining some processes – for instance, we added some macros and templates to make things easier to work in our cataloging editor – this meant that we initially taught our GA to do things one way, then when we stopped doing the process that way and had to re-train  And our dept documentation was being updated and converted from print to online as we went along ; ideally we would have had all dept documentation in place in the new format before training the GA so they could more easily have a full reference in how to do the tasks we were requiring of them 



Planning & Expectations
Training
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 Overall Planning Considerations

 Topics / Skills to cover
 Time frames
 Training sequence
 Training methods
 Training resources

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
19-Training Plan - Overall As for training, a large component of planning for the GA was to come up with a training plan. Beginning with what topics / skills will need to do training on, for each of the modules?We had to think about time frames for training – how long will it take to train someone to do various tasksTraining sequence – what most important skills to start with, and then begin to build onTraining methods – what combination will we use? online tutorials? One-on-one training? Etc.Training resources – for instance, our LSP vendor, OCLC, and LoC have many training tutorials and resources; or if training conducted by our staff, who would be doing that training and what resources would we need



Planning & Expectations
Training
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 Trello for Project Management

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
20-Trello as Project Management Tool We used Trello as a project management space for organizing module sequence, schedules, training plans We envisioned this as a tool for checklists of training to work through we also used this as a place where we can put links to training or reference resources for the grad asst A benefit of using a project management tool like this is that we can keep the checklists we’ve created for the next time we hire a new GA and repeat many of these same processes and training sequences (not reinventing the wheel) 



Planning & Expectations
Training
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 Consultations with others
 Find existing training
 Best practices

 Initial Training Prep

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
21- Planning for Training / initial training prep	Some things we did that I would recommend  I consulted a colleague at another institution where I knew their Tech Services dept had for years employed GAs  ; Got advice on training GAs for cataloging, but also general implementation of grad assts as regular employees found some out of the box training resources to utilize consulted the literature for case studies and best practices from others 



Planning & Expectations
Training
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 Reading
 Online tutorials
 Demonstration
 Discussion

 Varied training methods

 Examples
 Practice
 Feedback

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
22- Training methods We varied the training methods that we felt would complement each other such as reading, online tutorials, demo, examples, discussion, practice, feedback Used Microsoft Teams to screen share which worked well



Implementation
Training
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 How did it go?

 Foundational > Complex
 Continuous planning

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
23-Implementation – Training – how did it go How did the training go? The goal was to start with foundational cataloging knowledge then gradually increase in complexity; however this was hard to do gradually since cataloging work is very interconnected and not linear In training we covered the basics of a lot of different areas in a rather short period of time -- things such as Marc bib record structure, content & encoding standards, classification systems, our LSP system itself. That is a lot of separate parts to bring together, and a lot of initial information to introduce all at once. Also, Continuous Planning – difficult to dowe wanted to plan ahead but knew we couldn’t plan the whole year at once ; at least for the first year this Continuous Planning just a few steps ahead process was sometimes challenging to keep up with
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Training
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 How did it go?

 Foundational > Complex
 Continuous planning

 Weekly training log
 Feedback log
 In-person discussion group

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
24-What helped One thing that helped me was keeping a weekly training log of training we did  -  documenting the progress each week helped with planning and keeping on track I also kept notes for myself of feedback on how Cheryl was doing / what we talked about / questions she was asking ; stumbling blocks she was running up against / that gave me feedback on topics I might need to concentrate more on in future training  We incorporated in-person “cataloger discussion group meetings” halfway through the year that were very successful – each week Cheryl and I met together along with dept head (a former cataloger) and another new cataloging staff member that happened to be hired during the year – it was very helpful for discussing issues the new catalogers were running up against ; they could get feedback on their questions from more experienced catalogers  Now Cheryl is going to talk about her experience with the training 



Starting point

Getting up to speed

Tools used

Training
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
25-The Training Experience (Cheryl) When I started to train in the position, my cataloging class I had taken the previous semester was a great help. It was an introductory course in cataloging that explained what a MARC record was, how the fields worked, and the LOC guidelines. However, my first two weeks with Diana was a crash course in advanced cataloging. It was a bit overwhelming, but instead of a class experience, I had a one-on-one teacher. There was a Trello board set up for me with articles, chapters to read, and informational videos to watch with the steps I was learning. This was a great help. Diana and I met on Microsoft teams to go over records. Instead of her just showing them to me, I also showed her my work and she’d tell me what needed correcting. I learn well with hands-on experience, so this worked well in explaining why one record is better than the other. I learned how to do it as I went along, and when I made a mistake, it wasn’t fixed without explanation, I had to fix it myself with what I learned and help from Diana. We also had weekly catalog meetings with Diana, where I and a newly hired coworker would discuss difficult books like why is there so many different dates and who is the publisher for this edition? It was helpful to see and discuss possible issues that were experiencing and how to fix them.  



Future
Training
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 What will we keep?

 Trello
 Training & feedback logs
 In-person discussion group
 Screen sharing

 Current GA mentors the next GA

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
26-Training - Future modifications / Best PracticesWhat will we keep?  Trello worked well as an organizing tool for training topics and resourcesTraining & feedback logs help keep track of where the GA is in training, skills developed, questions askedIn person cataloger discussion groupScreen sharing used because of pandemic was still useful when training and demonstrating tasksSomething we added – the current GA will help train the next GA ; be a mentor ; help answer questions



Future
Training
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 What will we improve?

 Reduce complexity of initial training
 More complete how-to 

documentation
 More instruction on when to pass 

materials to full-time staff

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
27-Training – Future modifications / Best Practices (Diana)What will we improve? We will simplify training in the future – less beginning training on foundational concepts and stick with more practical training ; less of a “crash course in cataloging theory”  We also plan on providing more step by step instructions  And although we can’t control the complexity of some of the cataloging we need done, we can reduce the amount of complex cataloging decisions GAs have to make by having clear criteria for when to pass items to more experienced full-time cataloging staff By triaging materials this way, it will allow us to get an overall larger amount of material added to the catalog and on the shelves for researchers.  



Future
Overall
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 What will we modify?

 Less Module rotation
 Retain exposure to all tech services 

areas

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
28-Overall Future modifications / Best Practices (Diana) What overall will we modify? Overall for the future, we plan to have fewer distinct modules with specific times of year assigned to that work ; since cataloging is our current primary need we will focus the GA’s experience more on the cataloging needs to be done  Yet we want to find ways to balance that work with giving the GA some exposure to other areas of tech services work – we are thinking of possibly introducing shorter field experiences that fit easier into flow of primary work being done ; we want to try to make those experiences useful to the dept while being meaningful for the student



The First Year
The GA in Technical Services
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 Practice complements coursework
 Learned about Tech Services
 Real work experience

 Department accomplishes goals!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
29-Overall – first year - What worked well overall We felt that we were successful in this year in that the GAgained practical work experience complements theory learned in class  learned about what TS work is ; how work is complimentary to other library depts / types of wkgot a real life work experience - Being one of a team, a fellow employee – this boosts confidence, feel more ready for prof job in library fieldLast, we felt that having GAs in technical services has had a big impact on what the dept as a whole can accomplish!Now Cheryl is going to share her overall impression of the Grad Asst experience with us



Practical Application

Tying it together

Overall
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
My classes helped give me the foundations needed to work in this area in more ways than one. Introductions into cataloging, call numbers, subject headings all helped me along the way. I had done a previous paper on the Grimm Brothers for the History of the Book class, now I am cataloging a collection on fables. I am able to tie together what I have learned in class and put it into practical application in the work I am doing now. I can now build an archival box and mend a deteriorated spine on books. My experience was not limited to sitting at my desk either. I attended conferences, I have taken webinars, and I attend staff meetings just like everyone else in my department. I have been treated as an “employee” and in doing so I see and hear what my coworkers do in their daily work. This is valuable to me, because while classes teach me the information, learning first-hand what duties and tasks are done in a library gives me a perspective that I would not have had with just taking classes. This experience has been invaluable to me and I look forward to getting a job in this field now because of it.  



Questions?

Cheryl Kaletsch, 
Graduate Assistant

Diana Simpson, 
Cataloging Librarian
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Are there any questions?



Best Practices
The GA in Technical Services
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 Clear expectations
 Prepare, Prepare, Prepare
 “Real” interviewing
 Streamline work processes
 Provide documentation
 Treat as regular staff
 Communication and check-ins
 Flexibility

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
32-Best Practices As a final note, we have some recommendations for best practices we’d like to shareHave clear expectations ; plan for the work well ahead of GA arrival – do a feasibility study ; why need a GA ; what work will they do ; who will train and oversee, etc.Prepare, prepare, prepare – plan out training, work they will do Interviewing – make it a “real” experience ; remember that this will likely be a first library experience for many candidates ; don’t expect experience but try to address the skills you are looking for in the questions that you askStreamline work processes with templates, macros, process maps before trainingProvide detailed reference resources and work documentation for the GA to know how to do their workTreat GA as regular TS staff (attend staff meetings, prof devel, etc.)Communication ; develop methods for answering questions, regular checkinsFlexibility, ability to pivot to another type of work as dept needs change (planning ahead, knowing what materials or projects will be coming into dept ;   good training & resources ready specific to that need)
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